
Outstanding Chocolate and Black pups born on Easter.  11 in the litter (6 chocolates and 5 
blacks) Only 1 Black Male left! Sadie’s puppies are going all across the Eastern US: MN, 
MD,FL,NY,GA and TN.  
 
Sire is Redline Skip Code “Tork” MH QAA.  Tork is OFA Excellent, Elbows Normal, 
CERF Clear, CNM Clear, and EIC Clear.  Tork is hard charging, but is great inside and with 
kids.  Tork is currently working on his UKC HRCH title.  Tork is out of FC AFC Esprit’s 
Power Play and FC AFC Hannah’s Eye of the Tiger.  For more information on Tork, please 
take a look at his website, http://www.akcstuddog.com/tork/. 
 
Dam is HR Sadie Mae Bishop (Chocolate) OFA Good, CERF Clear, CNM Clear, and EIC 
Clear.  Sadie is an outstanding hunter.  She has a great temperament.  She loves being inside 
with the kids as much as being in the duck blind.   She is a UKC Hunting Retriever.  A few 
dogs in her pedigree include HRCH Cypress Slew Bodacious, NFC, FC, AFC Five Star 
General Patton, and FC AFC Wild Wings Hurricane Storm.  This lineage insures that you 
will have the most trainable, healthy pup available. 
  
Pups are being raised in our home and will be well socialized.  They will be introduced to 
birds, water, gunfire, children, and other dogs.  They will have all de-worming treatments, 
have dewclaws removed at 3-days, and have first shots – all will be vet-administered.  
Shipping is no problem from Knoxville, TN and rates are very reasonable.  We ask for a 
$200 deposit to hold your pick.  Blacks are $700 and chocolates are $750.  This will be a 
great litter.  Please let us know if you are interested so we can hold one for you.  Pups will be 
ready to go the end of May. 
 
Thanks, 
Richard Bishop 
Rbishop59@yahoo.com 
865-661-9641 
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